
Success Criteria

• I am developing my technique to throw for distance.

• I can choose techniques that will help me throw further.

• I can throw with co-ordination and force.

Handy Hints
Place your opposite leg to throwing arm forward.

Stand sideways on to the direction of the throw.

YEAR 2

Athletics
Lesson 6

Learning Objective
To develop throwing for distance.

Equipment
Beanbags x 15

Cones x 30

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/


Warm Up and Introduction

10 Mins

Movement:

Ask the pupils to stand in their own safe space away from anyone or anything. They begin by jogging around the space at a

steady pace. When the teach says freeze, the pupils must stop in a controlled way.

Increase the speed at which the pupils are running and continuously ask them to stop and start, each time reminding them to

stop in a controlled and balanced way.

Change the travelling action to skipping, hopping and side stepping. 

Run with a controlled action at a steady pace.

Stop in a balanced and controlled way by putting your weight into the front of your feet to stop and keep your chest upright.



Skill Development

30 Mins

Overarm:

In pairs with one beanbag, pupils practise overarm throwing to their partner.

Challenge: ask the pupils to throw to their partner and every three times they successfully throw and catch they take a small

step away from each other.

High elbow in line with the shoulder and back behind the head,.

Release the beanbag with your hand pointing towards your partner.

Step forwards with the opposite foot to throwing hand.

Make this easier by standing closer together.

How many?

In pairs, with one beanbag between them. Pupils begin on one side of the teaching space. Mark an end line
approx. 30m away. The pupils take it in turns to throw the beanbag as far as they can towards the end line.
Pupils throw from where their partners' throw landed. Together they count how many collective throws it
takes them to reach the end line. 

Give the pupils time to discuss how they can improve on their throws and then repeat the game seeing if they can improve on

their score. 

Throw in a straight line by pointing your throwing hand at your target after you have thrown.

Stand sideways on to the direction of the throw.

Make this harder by increasing the distance.

 

How far?

In pairs, with one beanbag and two cones between them. Pupils stand one behind the other behind a designated start line.



Plenary

Pupils take it in turns to throw the beanbag as far as they can. Their partner marks with a cone where the beanbag lands.

Repeat a few times with the pupils trying to beat their own cone.

Pupils should only throw and collect the beanbag on the teacher's instruction.

Step forward with your opposite foot to throwing hand for increased power.

5 Mins

Ask the pupils what they did to throw for distance.

What muscles were they using to throw?


